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The paper describes the d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered t y the designer of control and
protect ion systems for nuclear plant i n at tenpt ing t o s a t i s f y the large ircartrer
of imprecise regulat ions and recommendations which e x i s t * I t deplores the
absence of fundamental quanti tat ive safe ty requirements of international
acceptab i l i t y and suggests the adoption of a aajor incident c x i t e r i a expressed
in quantitative terms as the basis for the derivation of target design criteria
for protection systems and plant components*
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1. In the past regulations concerning the safety of plant and plant operators vers

' specific to certain «achines or processes and nere originated for the purpose of

reducing the danger in their operation to a reasonable •initui. In assy casas

these regulations were aimed at the prevention of direct •echanical, electrical or

chemical injury to operators and, in the case of transportation, to passengers*

2. In recent years the increasing size and oosplezity of plant and processes has

enlarged the potential hasard to humans and there is increased awareness of both

the short and long tera health hasards to plant operators and the public. Pertinent

examples are the Flixborough explosion in Qigland, the Seveso dicodn release in Italy

and the results of the drug Thalidomide*

3. Traditionally it has seeaed to be necessary for damage and casualties to occur

several times in an industry before regulatory action to control the circtnstsnces

is laken. Hie history of coal Mining and the asbestos processing industry offers

many examples.

4. The nuclear power industry however is almost unique in that the potential hazards

are deeply considered and appropriate regulations establiBäad before plant aay be

operated. It is probably exceeded in its precautionary attitudes only by the

aerospace industry*

5. One of the problems which arise from such detailed anticipatory studies of potential

hazards is that the worst credible event foras the basis for the subsequent regulations

and this is often emphasised by the natural reluctance of regulatory ooaaittees

to consider anything less than the worst postulation in their work* The recommenda-

tions and regulations emanating fren these studies and considerations contribute

significantly towards the constraints placed upon C & I designers in their endeavours

to provide safe, efficient and econoaio instrumentation and oontrol systems*



6. There are as examples Standards, Recommendations and Codes of Practice issued or

in preparation by many international organisations including the International

Electrotechnical Commission, the International Standards Organisation, the

European Jfuclear Energy Agency and the IAEA. To these can be added the national

standards of individual countries and the recommendations and requirements of

various non-Government organisations and public utilities*

7* In the united Kingdom as a result of the Health and Safety At Work Act there is now

an additional responsibility on a designer to ensure that the plant he designs has

no avoidable hasard potential. He may be legally required retrospectively to

demonstrate that he had considered all the dangers which might arise and that he had

taken reasonable precautions in his design to reduce them to an acceptable level*

8* The absence of a quantitative definition of "reasonable precautions" and of

"acceptable level" puts the C & I designer in a situation in which he has to make

his own interpretation of these terms and, on the basis of his experience and

intuition, design systems on which he must be prepared to stake his professional

reputation* If later there is a malfunction attributable to the system he may

have to argue in defence of his design decisions against other subjective opinions

and judgments by an examining oommittee*

9. In the United Kingdom this has been recognised as an unsatisfactory situation and

much attention has been given to the problem of establishing a satisfactory overall

criteria for "acceptable risk" for a nuclear power plant** '' ' From these it is

hoped to derive quantitative specifications for containment and protective system

integrity (3)

10. Assuming that overall criteria can be established, and I believe that our

licensing authorities are olose to achieving this* problems arise in apportioning

the total integrity required for a specified reactor system between the containment

and the protective system. It could be argued that either a perfect oontainment

or a perfect protection system would be enough but these are impossibilities and



. each need* to be as good as the technology* economics and practicality peralto.

11. As significant improvement in the integrity of modern designs of large containment

will be very expensive it sees» logical to improve the integrity of the protective

system as this is a such cheaper alternative and may reduce the requirements that

the containment oust satisfy» As current designs of duplex protective systems

achieve failure probabilities of less than 1 in 10 requirements, a figure approaching

the liait of practicality *4A5J» ¿¿ would seem reasonable to set this as a target

figure for the primary protection systeu for all types of nuclear power plant.

Whilst this could be regarded as an "oversafe" precaution far sos» reactor types -

it could sain unnecessary soae of the expansiv* secondary precautions and back up

plant currently being provided.

12. A target figure of this nature would provide the protective system designer,

regulatory organisations and nuclear plant buyers with a quantitative datum to use

in their considerations and its adoption, suitably publicised, could be a good

influence on public opinion regarding nuclear plant, safety*

Conclusion

The designers of protection systems have available to them well established methods

of assessing the failure probabilities of their design in quantitative terms but

lack firm definition of the design targets. 5his note suggests that on the basis

of some international nuclear plant accident criteria a minimum integrity value be '

assigned to the overall primary protection system for all nuclear power plaat and

that efforts be made by international organisations to have this accepted worldwide*
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